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Every year when I teach an introductory course in feminist philosophy, I see
individual women and men drastically rethinking their previous understandings
of gender and race, and of their own place in a gendered and racialized world.
Often as a part of this rethinking, we struggle over what an ethical life amounts
to; ethical, that is, in the sense of being responsive and responsible to one’s relation to others, and to the work one does on oneself.1 To talk in this way of the
self as, at least in part, self-making, presumes another set of questions about the
very possibility of changing oneself. So, for example, feminists are not only interested in establishing who to count as “women” with regard to some already foundational definition, but also in troubling and transforming the definition itself—in
part through changing ourselves.
To address these simultaneously ontological and ethical questions, we need to
ask what makes it possible to change one’s identity—and not just incrementally
within a defined category (e.g., as by becoming a more assertive woman through
feminist consciousness raising), but also more drastically. Specifically, what are
those people who “change sex” undertaking, and what makes sex into the kind of
thing that can be changed? How is changing sex different from “passing”—the
phenomenon central to the histories of both race and sex, in which one is read as,
or actively pretends to be, something that one avowedly is not? It is in light of questions like the above that my interest in identity categories extends to asking: what
makes a particular facet of identity into something the individual can transform?
And what implications do answers to this question have for all our ethical lives?
These questions also invite reflection on how we think about the relationships among different identity categories. In particular, it is by now an orthodoxy
in feminism that race and gender are always mutually implicated in individual
phenomenology and social group analysis, and that the most politically responsible thinking will fully incorporate both without assuming that either can be isolated from the other. It does not follow, however, that race and gender are always
analogous—that is, that any conceptual analysis of gender applies straightforwardly to race, and vice versa. (I will call this “the analogy thesis.”) As I will
show, some feminists have invoked the analogy thesis in ways that serve only to
elide the very different histories of these two categories. That is, a certain analytic treats gender, race, sexuality, and other identity categories as identical building blocks for theory by assuming their equivalence.2 When this occurs, authors
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typically transpose ontological and ethical conclusions they may have drawn
based on one context directly onto another. This is precisely the phenomenon,
however, that accounts of mutual constitution were intended to avoid. Thinking
through how gender and race work together, therefore, may actually be hampered
by assuming the analogy thesis.
These two problematics—the possibilities for individual identity transformation and the limits of analogy—come together in the questions: Why are there
“transsexuals” but not “transracials?” Why is there an accepted way to change
sex, but not to change race? I have repeatedly heard these questions from theorists puzzled by the phenomenon of transsexuality. Feminist thinkers, in particular, often seem taken aback that in the case of category switching the possibilities
appear to be so different. Behind the question is sometimes an implicit concern:
Does not the (hypothetical or real) example of individual “transracialism” seem
politically troubling? And, if it is, does not the case of transsexuality merit equivalent critique?3 Or, conversely, if one accepts transsexuals as people with legitimate demands (e.g., on medical resources or single-sex spaces), then would one
not also be committed to accepting the putative transracial in analogous ways?
Understanding the ontological constraints and possibilities with regard to transforming one’s identity is, I suggest, a project that should accompany ethical evaluation of those transformations. Under what circumstances is it (un)ethical to
leave behind a gender or racial group with which one has once been affiliated?
This question is, again, especially pressing for radical thinkers who endorse the
claims that race and gender taxonomies are internally hierarchical and constituted
through relations of oppression, domination, and normalization. Changing one’s
identity under these circumstances will surely always be linked, however tenuously, to consideration of the larger political and cultural milieu in which such
changes are advantageous or disadvantageous, complicit with oppressive norms
and/or resistant to them. To illuminate these larger questions, in this paper, I first
provide three examples of the analogy thesis in feminist thinking about race and
sex change, each of which draws ethical conclusions about individual motivation,
political strategy, or public policy, premised on the assumption that race and sex
change are equivalent phenomena. None of these accounts consider the genealogy of each category as significant to contemporary possibilities. I next offer a
descriptive analysis that highlights different norms at play in contemporary North
American understandings: Sex–gender, I argue, is essentialized as a property of
the individual’s body, while race is essentialized with reference to both the body
and ancestry. This analysis, I conclude, shows politically significant disanalogies
between the categories, and reveals the importance of genealogical accounts of
race and sex in thinking ethically about changing ourselves.4
The Transracial Analogy
Why is it now considered legitimate to change one’s sex, but not one’s race?
Why don’t we have “transracials?” Here, in brief, are three textual examples of
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feminists whose theories answer these questions by assuming or arguing that
changing sex and changing race must be analogous processes (and that, consequently, sex and race are analogous categories). In all three cases, implicitly or
explicitly, race and sex end up divorced from their histories in ways that oversimplify and decontextualize the ethical possibilities and dilemmas that face
agents working within the constraints of larger social group systems.
First, a bold version of the analogy thesis is advanced by Janice Raymond
in the introduction to the 1994 edition of her notorious book The Transsexual
Empire. Originally published in 1979, this text contains not only a critique of the
then-incipient medical practices that institutionalize transsexuality, but also an
indictment of male-to-female (MTF) transsexuals themselves for their alleged
appropriation of women’s identities and bodies. Reading MTF transsexuality as
another way for men to make women their property and to dictate gender norms,
Raymond launches a critique of patriarchal psychiatry and of MTF transsexuals
as perverse patriarchs. She uses what she sees as the contrast between gender and
other social hierarchies, including race, age, and class, to make her political critique. Transsexuals, she claims, are anomalous in relying on a psychiatric diagnosis to explain their gender identity conflicts. For those dissatisfied with their
raced, aging, or impoverished status, it is much more evident that what is required
is not personal transformation to satisfy the white, young, rich individual within,
but instead political action to end oppressive taxonomies or inequalities. She asks,
“Does a Black person who wants to be white suffer from the ‘disease’ of being
a ‘transracial’?” and claims, “there is no demand for transracial medical intervention precisely because most Blacks recognize that it is their society, not their
skin, that needs changing.”5
A second example: the Michigan Womyn’s Music Festival has a policy of
allowing only “womyn-born womyn” onto its land, and MTF transgendered
people are officially barred from entering the festival. In order to avoid masculine women being challenged on their gender, however, the organizers have a
“don’t ask, don’t tell” policy that allows some MTFs who are able and willing to
“pass” as genetic women to attend. Bonnie Morris, in her adulatory book Eden
Built by Eves, vacillates between perspectives but ultimately opposes the inclusion of MTF transsexuals in the Michigan Womyn’s Music Festival, arguing that,
“the celebration of female life and energy that is festival culture seems mocked
by the inclusion of men who have selected female identity; they are not, to use
Alix Dobkin’s phrase, survivors of girlhood.” Ruefully citing lesbian activism in
support of transinclusion, Morris asks rhetorically “Is it not possible for there to
be one event, one annual festival, intended for women born female? One does
not see any ‘transracial’ persons demanding entry to Michigan’s Womyn of Color
Sanctuary. But this analogy angers some activists.”6 Here the section tails off;
Morris is apparently unwilling to explore why the analogy might deserve a critical response, and, much like Raymond, is content to let her rhetorical version of
the transracial analogy stand on its implicit merits.
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Both Raymond and Morris are working in a radical feminist tradition hostile
to the institutions of transsexuality (and to MTF transsexuals themselves). In particular, they oppose the idea that an MTF transsexual can ever really “count” as
a woman, including for the purpose of defining and defending the boundaries of
women-only spaces; in their minds, then, MTFs are really only “passing” as
women. How this claim is parsed within feminist politics and debates about the
nature of women’s shared identity is a complex question I discuss elsewhere.7
However, the abbreviated invocation of the transracial analogy in these contexts
has the rhetorical effect of dismissing transsexuals as capricious or appropriative,
without doing the political theoretical work of explaining why changing race and
changing sex are relevantly different or similar for the ethical purposes at hand.
In this respect, the texts fit well with Cass Sunstein’s observation that most cases
of analogical reasoning contain “an unarticulated supplemental judgment” that is
necessary to make the analogy but not explicitly defended.8 In this case, the judgment is that race and sex are analogous for the purposes of comparing the motivations and politics of individuals who change their identities—a comparison also
based on false claims (such as that there are no medicalized interventions on racial
identity) and dubious inferences about individual behavior (that the acceptance
or refusal of transition is based on transparent political evaluation of its benefits
and drawbacks).
In a far more nuanced treatment of the analogy, third, Christine Overall seeks
to make some unarticulated judgments explicit by exploring the if-then statement,
“if transsexual surgery is morally acceptable . . . then transracial surgery should
be morally acceptable.” Addressing those “inclined to accept the antecedent and
reject the consequent,” Overall presents and then argues against eight possible
reasons for the ethical rejection of transracial surgery (which she suggests is at
present perhaps hypothetical, with the familiar exception of Michael Jackson).9
In effect, she is arguing the inverse of the position that Raymond and Morris
imply: the latter suggests that because “transracial” would not be considered an
intelligible or ethical subject-position, “transsexual” should be subject to the same
political critique. Overall by contrast argues that if feminists in particular accept
transsexual body modification, then we must in the interests of consistency
endorse embodied race change (with whatever similar justifications).
Despite their evident political differences, both positions incorporate the
claim—implicitly in the cases of Raymond and Morris—that sex and race are
analogues. This assumption, however, operates at a high level of generality:
“Either both sex and race are inherent fixed characteristics, or, more plausibly,
both are socially constructed and socially acquired or ascribed,” writes Overall.10
The latter is a widely accepted claim among feminists, certainly, but the precise
nature of the construction, acquisition, or ascription in question might be different in the two cases. In other words, both race and sex are constructed, but are
they constructed in the same way? Overall’s work is admirably clear in anticipating and rejecting potential arguments for treating transracialism differently
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from transsexuality, yet she offers no positive account of the ways in which race
and sex are the same kinds of identity categories for the purposes of making a
transition. She tends to divorce race and sex from their discursive locations and
histories, whereas location and history, I will argue, set up different possibilities
for the subject seeking to change her embodied identity. Overall’s argument
operates on the basis of a number of hypotheticals: for example, “[p]hysical
identities are changeable; thus, transsexuals seek to change their public physical
identity in crucial ways. (Some regard themselves as ‘always already’ having the
identity with which they aspire to make their physical body congruent.) The same
would be possible for the transracialist.”11 Would it? This argument needs to be
made with some attention paid to the actual institutions engaged in racial body
modification, and the ideologies of racial difference on which they draw.
A corollary of the hypothetical voice is an approach that treats history as
irrelevant to ethics. For example, Overall bases her ethical argument on the
premise that, “it is hard to see how the transracial case would be different from
transsexual medical interventions, except for the fact that there is a history of ‘sex
change’ surgery but not yet for ‘race change’ surgery.”12 This “except,” then,
erases more contextualized approaches to understanding sex and race, as well as
the implications such approaches might have for ethical thinking. Yet to the extent
that the creation of particular subjectivities is a necessarily historical process, in
which certain possibilities become sedimented by years of social practice, sex and
race have emerged looking rather different. What possibilities, then, have been
worked into the discourses political philosophers thinking about transrace and
transsex have inherited? When we talk about changing sex or race, what do—or
could—we mean?
Changing Race
“Race is socially constructed,” claims virtually every philosopher writing on
racial identity—by which they usually mean that there are no necessary or sufficient physical criteria (especially genetic criteria) that can determine an individual’s membership in a racial category.13 Instead, the somewhat diverse taxonomies
of race that western countries have inherited are contingent on ideologies developed in a colonial age. Claims about popular understandings of racial membership must be located in a context (and my context in this paper is contemporary
North America), for the rules of race change as the national, cultural, and historical milieu changes. For reasons beyond the scope of this paper, the thesis of the
social construction of race seems to have had relatively little impact on folk
beliefs about how racial identity works, or on the power of racism. Thus, considering what it would mean to “change race” is a question that operates on different levels: philosophers of race are likely to think about this in ways that are
significantly different from more widely shared intellectual inheritances. Let me,
then, trace three North American contexts in which an individual might be said
to change race: the legal context (where a specific jurisdiction’s rule-governed
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norms for determining race are in play), the social context (where intersubjective
perceptions of affiliation, community, and self-identification operate), and the
context of body modification (where physical racial signifiers matter). My goal
is to show how beliefs about the kind of thing race is shape the possibilities for
race change. In particular, I will show that the belief that an individual’s racial
identity derives from her biological ancestors undermines the possibility of
changing race, in ways that contrast with sex–gender.
In jurisdictions where individuals are assigned to a racial-ethnic category (a
practice now much less widespread than the ubiquitous assignment of legal sex),
these assignments are often contested by individuals who feel an “error” has been
made, resulting in a legal change of race. In the notorious 1982 Phipps case, Susie
Guillory Phipps applied to the state of Louisiana to have the racial classification
of her birth records (which labeled her “black” on the basis of one or more African
great-great-great-grandparents) changed to white. Although she lost her case, the
law was overturned, ironically leaving behind the even more stringent “one-drop
rule,” on the basis of which everyone with any African ancestry at all is black.14
Examples like this one are the darlings of the critical race literature, showing the
sometimes absurd lengths that racial states will go to in order to maintain a
semblance of coherence for legal race classifications (and their segregationist
implications). Within these legal frameworks race is explicitly and uniformly tied
to ancestry: the “race” of any particular individual is derived from the racial
classification of her forebears (in accordance with different rules in different
jurisdictions, to be sure), and hence changing race requires an enquiry into
family history to ascertain whether the rules have been correctly applied in the
particular case.
Second, changing one’s race can also sometimes arguably be achieved by
moving in or out of relationships, neighborhoods, social class groups, or cultural
practices, affecting one’s perception by others and one’s sense of oneself. Think
of the famous English voyageur Archibald Belaney who “went native” and lived
for many years as “Grey Owl” in the northern Canadian wilderness, becoming a
native icon invariably photographed in aboriginal garb, or of Philip Roth’s character Coleman Silk—a light-skinned African-American man who for most of his
life passes as Jewish. To make a wholesale transition in this way requires a more
radical divorce from a differently racial (or ethnic) past. Linda López McAlister,
in “My Grandmother’s Passing,” tells the gripping story of her MexicanAmerican grandmother’s lifelong struggle to pass as an Anglo lady. Born María
Velarde in a Texas border town, Mary Douglas (as she became known) married
a wealthy Anglo and spent the last fifty years of her life in an entirely white milieu.
Yet, McAlister points out, her grandmother did not successfully pass as Anglo
due to her accented English and dark skin—but she apparently thought she did.
Thus, when McAlister describes her to a friend as “Mexican,” her grandmother
is so offended that she never speaks to her again: “my unpardonable sin was to
reveal what she believed was a secret, even though it was not, thereby outing her,
even though she wasn’t really passing, except in her own mind.”15
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Notice that McAlister uses the language of “passing” in telling this story,
which she distinguishes from identity transition: “To pass implies that you are
successfully fooling people into believing that you are something you are not.
But there is a world of difference between successful passing and being the new
identity. For one’s identity actually to change you have to go beyond successful
passing and become someone different from who you were.”16 For her grandmother’s ethnic identity actually to change, McAlister suggests, she would have
to have complete amnesia for her language and culture of origin. In fact, on
McAlister’s own account, both Archie Belaney/Grey Owl and María Velarde/
Mary Douglas are more properly described as passing than as individuals who
have changed race, because one cannot change one’s family of origin or one’s
ancestors—although one can, of course, disavow them. Racial identity is in these
social contexts, too, commonly understood as narrative: My race does not exist
only in the moment, but depends on my heritage, which will be scrutinized if my
racial identity comes under question.
Indeed, passing is a phenomenon so central to the history of race that it is
constitutive of racial meanings, and hence the possibility of race changes. Anyone
who attempts a race change is vulnerable to the charge that she is trying to pass,
no matter what her avowed intentions are. This observation makes Overall’s circumscription of her argument question-begging: “I am not concerned here with
the phenomenon of passing . . . Nor am I interested in the phenomenon of compulsory assimilation, in which social pressures force individuals, through selfpresentation, to appear to become members of another race, whether they want
to or not.”17 Transracialism, I suggest, cannot be understood outside the historical frame in which racial crossing has typically been a matter of political expediency or survival, any more than changing one’s sex can be understood apart
from the apparatus of transsexuality, which, as I will argue, in turn mitigates (even
if it does not dispel) the specter of gendered passing.
Heritage and morphology thus interact in complex ways to capture racial
meanings. Legal racial reclassification is usually only available to a certain subset
of phenotypically ambiguous individuals—the suitably “mixed” mixed race child,
or the very light-skinned African American, for example. Had Susie Phipps had
exactly the same ancestors, but through a trick of the gene pool not looked white,
she would have had a weaker legal case. If “transracialism” simply means changing one’s legal race, then there are numerous precedents; but while these say
something about the application of rules of inheritance to particular cases, they
do not imply that legal “race change” is open to anyone who cares to pursue it.
Similarly, the social negotiation of racial identity is circumscribed—although not
entirely dictated—by the body’s visual cues. Mary Douglas was not entirely convincing in part because of her dark skin, while Grey Owl apparently worked hard
with dyes to keep his hair black and his skin red. These visual cues, in turn, are
not independent of racial hierarchy (and the history of passing): Because whiteness maintains the privilege of neutrality, the pale-skinned can in theory have
almost any mixed heritage, while non-white markers tend to over-determine racial
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reception. This explains why Mary Douglas’s appearance contributed to her being
an unconvincing Anglo, while her granddaughter, whose “skin is white, not
olive,” can exercise greater control over whether she is perceived as all-white or
part-Chicana.18 Thus, the individual work of changing one’s intersubjective recognition depends on a complex combination of self-presentation, social context, and
embodiment. A certain amount can be achieved without changes to the flesh, and
for some individuals non-corporeal markers may be enough. For others, however,
the characteristics of a racialized body will tend to over-determine identity, whatever other changes they make.
Third, then, people do (despite Raymond’s and Overall’s different skepticisms on this point) inflect their race through changes to their bodies. Most obviously, there are many cosmetic modifications, from hair-straightening treatments,
to rhinoplasty, to eyelid surgery, to skin-lightening creams. Stated motivations for
choosing these procedures, as things stand, rarely include “I want to become truly
white” (or even, “I’ve always felt I was a white person trapped in a person of
color’s body”). Such claims are somewhat implausible, first, as I have shown,
because race is taken to be inherited in a way that sex is not. The claim that “I’ve
always known I was really white inside” is unpersuasive in part because it implicates others—if one’s immediate forebears are not white, the claim risks being
unintelligible. In part as a consequence, second, this ontology does not have an
institutional psychiatric apparatus behind it. With race inhering both in the body
and in ancestry, and transracialism lacking a diagnostic mechanism, the marketing of race-altering body modifications cannot play to individual essence to the
extent that sex change can.
On the contrary, purveyors of racialized body modifications must seek to
undermine the notion that making oneself look less like other members of one’s
racial group (including, perhaps, one’s biological family) is disloyal. Products and
surgeries must be advertised to attract appropriate consumers; having drawn in
their customers, vendors must then actively deny that making use of their services constitutes race treachery. The surgical rhetoric uses bland counterassertion even when confronted with procedures to transform characteristics that
are only incongruent if a racial identity itself is aesthetically illegitimate.19 Promotional information for Asian eyelid surgery, for example, rejects the claim that
it will westernize the surgical candidate. Instead, surgeons claim, the creation of
a double eyelid crease is intended to make the eye more “objectively” attractive,
or more like other, more attractive Asian eyes, to improve the “overall appearance” or “harmony and balance” of the face, or even to make it easier for women
to apply eye makeup.20 Those who seek out an “ethnic” nose job are represented
not as whitening their image, but seeking to correct malproportioned features and
express their individuality;21 cosmetic surgeons sell the procedures with talk of
“enhancing ethnic beauty” rather than creating Caucasian uniformity; advertising
for skin-lightening creams mostly focuses on its success in treating “patchy” pigmentation or unsightly “age spots”—despite the fact that many products also
come in “whole body” formulations.22 The popular commodification of racially
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inflected body modifications often rests on the ideology of diverse individual
self-expression, rather than (as with sex change) on ideologies of psychological
identity.
There is actually remarkably little contemporary research that delves more
deeply into the complex motivations of people of color who elect to change their
appearance along what might be thought of as racialized lines, although race is
central to the history of aesthetic surgery.23 Individuals who undergo cosmetic
procedures have diverse rationales, and it is perhaps a conceit—or a projection—
of a white interpretive stance to think that all body modifications undertaken by
people of color are motivated exclusively by a desire to look white.24 In this light,
Overall’s remark—echoed in many other analyses—that “Michael Jackson . . .
has had surgery on his cheekbones, eyes, chin, and nose in order to make his face
less ‘Black’-looking, and more ‘white’,” attributes individual motivation in the
absence of any real inquiry.25 We assume that Jackson’s transformations are in
the service of whiteness because our cultural imagination is so systematically
organized around the desirability of whiteness that we cannot imagine any other
psychology for him. Race is defined through ancestry; racial transformation is
commonly read as passing; hence the body modifications of individual people of
color can only exemplify that they are dupes of whiteness. The ideology of individuality comes into play, therefore, to deflate the charge of racial treachery or
masquerade when a product or procedure implicated with racial morphology is
being sold.
Changing Sex
The possibilities for and constraints on changing race could be almost infinitely detailed through historical and contextual work; here I have just shown
how three key moments rely on appeals to the genealogy of the individual to
establish racial essence. How are the possibilities for changing sex–gender similar
or different? First, unlike race, all western jurisdictions insist that their citizens
have a legal sex. Almost all official documents—driver’s licenses, passports, birth
certificates, and so on—bear the information “male” or “female,” and this has
consequences for other legal rights (in particular, in most jurisdictions, the right
to marry). To change one’s legal sex requires medical documentation that the
appellant is “really” the sex they aspire, legally, to be. The force of this “really”
is not, as with race, an enquiry into whether the rules of inheritance have been
correctly applied, but rather an investigation into the nature of the individual, and
especially the nature of her or his sexed body. Although successful legal race
change entails correcting a mistake without altering the individual, successful
legal sex change requires medical intervention to make the person’s body match
the label.
Like race, one can shift one’s gender by changing social context or selfpresentation. Dressing differently, moving differently, using (or not using)
cosmetics, adopting certain friends or joining certain communities, can all have
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consequences for gender identity. This can be a matter of degree: if a Chicana
can sometimes seem more Anglo, then adopting a butch haircut and wearing dress
pants and a button-down shirt can make a woman seem less feminine (if not quite
a man). Gender offers a wide range within the two categories man and woman,
and everyone will at some point (whether deliberately or not) incrementally shift
their gender identity. Again, there is a rich history of passing here that partly constitutes the meaning of such transitions, and traditions of gendered performance
(in the Butlerian and literal senses) inform our reception of gender change. Some
transgendered persons do cross to the “other” gender, or blur the lines between
woman and man, without ever undertaking surgery or hormone treatments.
Moving not just within a gender category but decisively between woman and
man, however, including through transforming the sexed body, engages a
complex institutional medical apparatus of psychiatrists, endocrinologists, and
surgeons engaged in the business of diagnosing transsexuals in North America
with Gender Identity Disorder (GID) and effecting sex change—including legal
sex change. Exactly which medical procedures are required to effect the latter is
often legally vague (especially in the case of female-to-male [FTM] transsexuals).26 Sex chromosome patterns cannot be altered, but with certain measures,
(including vaginoplasty, phalloplasty, testicular implants, mastectomy or breast
implants, facial feminization surgery, hormones, or electrolysis) all male and masculine persons can be made (more) female and feminine, and vice versa. (Of
course, vice versa is a rather different matter, as the current results for surgical
phalloplasty [construction of a penis] are poor, and many FTMs forego genital
surgery. On the other hand, ironically, FTMs are often seen by others to be more
convincing men than MTFs are as women.) An abundance of autobiography,
memoir, and documentary attests to this experience and aspiration, which has
come to structure many transsexual lives, and has entered into popular understandings of gendered possibilities. Any individual with the means may opt to
change their racialized body for whatever reasons they choose, and mounting a
legal challenge to one’s racial classification is open to anyone (although, as I have
suggested, unlikely to succeed if the right ancestral and phenotypical conditions
are not met). However, the medical apparatus of sex change (the precondition for
legal reclassification) is available only to certain kinds of person—those who
suffer from the condition of GID.27
This is the most noteworthy contrast between the histories of race and sex:
transracialism is not (yet) a mental disorder. GID is in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM) of the American Psychiatric Association (4th edition)—the
bible of categories of psychopathology that uses diagnostic criteria to define the
mentally disordered (and to make judgments about health insurance coverage and
eligibility, and suitability for treatments, including sex reassignment surgery):
There are two components of Gender Identity Disorder, both of which must be present
to make the diagnosis. There must be evidence of a strong and persistent cross-gender
identification, which is the desire to be, or the insistence that one is, of the other sex
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(Criterion A). This cross-gender identification must not merely be a desire for any
perceived cultural advantages of being the other sex [sic]. There must also be evidence of
persistent discomfort about one’s assigned sex or a sense of inappropriateness in the gender
role of that sex (Criterion B).28

The diagnostic criteria continue at some length, explaining typical behaviors and
desires of girls, boys, adolescents, and adults with GID. The picture that holds
this diagnosis captive is that of an essential difference in certain persons, biological in origin or nurtured by childhood relationships (or both), but nonetheless
having its locus and causal origin in the individual, who then interacts with (rather
than being made possible by) her society.29 Because one’s identity as a man or
woman (or boy or girl) is, within the essentialist framework that organizes dominant views of GID, conceptually separable from anyone else’s gender, a transition can be made without a necessary contradiction with others’ identities. More
specifically, one’s identity as a boy or girl is not taken to mimic one’s ancestors—
I am not a woman just because my mother is a woman. In terms of the actual
content of gendered relationships, of course, one’s personal history (e.g., the kind
of gendered person my mother is) is deeply significant to the kind of woman or
man one will become. As I and many others have argued, gender is narrative and
relational rather than essential, and hence changing gender often does challenge
the identity of others—we just lack a vernacular for describing the phenomenon.30
However, the history of biological essentialism with regard to individual sexed
character exerts a powerful force here, in ways that avoid attention being drawn
to the social context of gender as a relation rather than a substance. Susie Phipps
was required to assemble extensive information about her ancestors in order to
make her case that she was really white, but the person who seeks to change legal
sex must show to the state’s satisfaction that the new classification is appropriate
to his individual psychological and physical condition.
Gender Identity Disorder thus has no obvious equivalent in the context of
race: one cannot be diagnosed with any mental disorder specifically pertaining to
confusion about one’s racial identity. However, in arguing that race and sex have
similar genealogies, Ladelle McWhorter suggests that for race there exists “the
theoretical possibility . . . that deviant racial identities could be altered by scientific means.”31 She has in mind nineteenth- and twentieth-century eugenic public
policies that aimed to bring “primitive” racial groups up to the developmental
level of Europeans—the residential school system for First Nations children, for
example. Science has been less preoccupied with changing deviant racial identity in individuals than in populations (whereas both sexuality and gender have,
historically, been the targets of normalization at the level of personal identity).
Today, an ongoing media skirmish has mooted the idea that racism in its more
virulent forms constitutes a mental illness and deserves a place in the DSM.32
Although media treatments are critical—typically offering “for and against”
debates—the growing plausibility of the idea that racism could be a mental illness
marks, to my mind, the conceptual crawl of psychopathological accounts of
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human experience from sex–gender and sexuality, where the discourse is
well established, to race, where the primary focus has hitherto been control of
populations.
Why has this trend not gained more rapid purchase? To understand why transsexuality stands out as deeply connected to disease models, we need both a
broader understanding of the history of gender and sexuality and a careful evaluation of how that history confronts individuals. “Sex,” “gender” (and “sexual
orientation”) have come to be thought of as core ontological differences attaching to individuals, organized through binary schema. One simply is, essentially,
either male or female, and concomitantly man or woman (and heterosexual or
homosexual, depending on the relation of sexual object choice to biological sex).
This schema, while in some moments resistant to any crossing of categories, has
a history that simultaneously creates conditions of possibility for “mistaken
gender” understood as a biological or pathological phenomenon. As Toril Moi
recounts, “the distinction between sex and gender emerged from a concern with
individual identity. At its inception [in the 1950s and 1960s], the distinction medicalizes ‘sex’ and turns ‘gender’ into a purely psychological category.”33 Indeed,
the way that changing sex has been institutionalized in the postwar western world
has, I would argue, come to be constitutive of what sex simpliciter means, just
as the rather longer history of passing constitutes race. Combine this historical
account with the still-pervasive dualism that construes sexed bodies as inert
machines, animated by the gendered mind, and it becomes clear how a quest for
an authentic identity could lead to changing the individual’s body.
Despite this institutionally powerful history, there is no simple mapping
between an internalization of the GID diagnosis and the desire to change one’s
sex. Nor is it the case that GID diagnosis is supported by all transgendered people
(some want to get rid of the category, drawing the analogy with eliminating homosexuality as a mental illness34). Recent work on the history of transsexuality
reveals the increasingly powerful grip of medical experts on discourses of sex
and gender in the latter half of the twentieth century; but it also exposes how this
labeling from above managed to repress an extraordinary diversity of autobiographical accounts and political organizing by loosely grouped gender nonconformists, some of whom agreed with aspects of medical opinion, but others
of whom were entirely opposed to the idea of a mental illness diagnosed by gender
deviance.35 Arguably, it has only been since the 1990s that an organized transgender movement has generated sufficient communal resistance to enable a shifting of the balance of power back toward politicized accounts of gender
non-conformity. Importantly, a useful rhetoric in this move has been that of the
right to individual self-expression—the same discourse that often rationalizes
racial body modification. For transgendered people the right to individual selfexpression without diagnostic over-determination transgresses an established
norm, enabling a kind of resistance that, paradoxically, the norm itself may have
made possible. In the context of racial body modification, the language-game of
individual self-expression, however, has been thoroughly (albeit contingently)
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colonized by normalizing practices—expressing one’s true self is almost always
achieved through conformity, in other words.
Finally, once GID became established—a process at once culture-driven and
the local decision of a small coterie of psychiatric experts—it produced its own
subjects. Once a disorder is in place, complete with diagnostic criteria, any individual who wants the clinical responses the disorder commands—for whatever
reason—has a motivation to conform to the criteria. This is a well-known phenomenon among adult transsexuals in the case of GID, who read medical literature and use social networks to find out what kind of self-descriptions and
behaviors are required to gain access to hormones, surgeries, or services. Quite
disparate experiences and aspirations are thus erased, and homogenized into a
single category.36 And there are powerful social motivations for participating in
medical procedures that will make sexed bodies more or less legible to others,
even if one is critical of GID: while many mixed race people often face a certain
level of intrusive curiosity or skepticism about their racial identity, gender
ambiguous individuals face extraordinary levels of social discomfort and aggression. Gender limbo seems almost uninhabitable, while a consistent identity as a
gender at odds with one’s sex requires extraordinarily careful self-presentation
and interaction.
The Ethics of Self-Transformation
This exercise in comparing and contrasting possibilities for race and sex
change reveals the complexity and distinctiveness of the genealogies of race and
sex themselves. It illustrates that both categories are undergirded by a plethora of
sometimes contradictory ontological assumptions, and maintain their social
meaning not because they are philosophically coherent labels that fit with unified
political perspectives, but because they are slippery, ad hoc, and available to serve
various rhetorical purposes depending on social contexts that are themselves in
transition. It also undercuts one element of feminist handling of the analogy
thesis—namely, the suggestion (implied or explicit) that race and sex change can
be considered equivalent without further argument, including for ethical purposes.
None of us are at liberty to become any kind of person we want, and to align
oneself with a particular identity formation is a necessarily intersubjective activity. Especially in cases of labels such as “woman” or “Black,” there will often be
a larger tension between what Ian Hacking calls “the vector of labeling from
above” and “the vector of the autonomous behavior of the person so labeled.”37
If we think that what we expect of agents, ethically speaking, is enabled or constrained by what it is actually possible for them to be and do (and here I will just
assert that it should be), then any discussion of the ethics of gender and racial
identity must be sensitive to the range of actually available possibilities for sustaining and transforming oneself. The actions of individuals, now and in the
future, will be constitutive of new norms of racial and gendered identity. The
institutions and practices of transformation I have alluded to create a certain room
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for maneuver between over-determination and individual freedom, oppression
and resistance, opacity to oneself and transparency.
In the case of race change, a language of fidelity to one’s heritage vies with
popular insistence on individual autonomy, which in turn mystifies conformity to
norms of racialized beauty. Thus, for example, Michael Jackson—a powerful
symbol, but a very diffident spokesman for his own ethics of the self—is caught
between these discourses. He is African American, and expected to perform his
allegiance to his black roots and to black culture; he is making himself over into
his own aesthetic vision, a unique image that just happens to make him look more
white than black. None of these discourses is unproblematic, yet paradoxically it
is the unresolved conflict between them that may function to preserve a conceptual space for ethical engagement. In the absence of a single commonsensical
(and ideological) explanation for why someone would change their racialized
body as Jackson has, the very ambiguity of the act presses us toward investigating individual motivations and relations of power.
In the case of sex change, medical discourse has an historically contingent
but nonetheless forceful hegemony that posits wanting to change sex as a disease
of the individual, not a cultural condition, best explained by features inhering in
individuals rather than by intersubjective accounts and reference to structures of
power. Radical feminists have rightly been quick to challenge this model, as
Raymond and Morris both did in my earlier examples. These critics, however,
push too hard in the opposite direction: those who change their sex (and thereby
deny their XX or XY heritage, so to speak) are either traitorous or appropriative.
Their motivations are entirely in the realm of the political, and can never be
justified in feminist terms. But this position inverts rather than challenges the very
same problematic attitude to the individual that it sought to undercut. On a particular psychiatric view, those who suffer from GID are victims pulled along
by an inherent mental disorder; but a contrary feminist position risks portraying
them as Machiavellian architects of the gender landscape. The rhetorical deployment of the transracial analogy against transsexuals thus tends to attribute
political naïveté or (self-)deception to those who seek to change sex (and equally
problematically praises those who maintain a stable racial identity for their
ability to distinguish individual capitulation from challenges to systemic
oppression).
Few, however, would claim that transsexuals are part of a systemic conspiracy to maintain sex–gender dichotomies, or that no one who has changed sex is
aware of the oppressive consequences of sex–gender systems. Indeed, some of
the most powerful political writings on the constraints of western gender systems
on individual freedoms come from transgendered commentators.38 It seems
implausible to suggest that anyone would go so far as to change sex only because
they self-consciously aspire to appropriate or benefit from a novel gender identity, while people of color knowingly and unanimously resist race change because
they share a common analysis of its role in sustaining racism. Furthermore, my
examples suggest that many people do disavow (parts of) their racial heritage,
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and change their racial reception to find or accommodate themselves to a new
niche in a racialized and racist world.
Instead of attributions of transparency and equivalence, feminist thinkers
need to pay closer attention to context in making ethical diagnoses. Only a fully
contextualized account that recognizes the different ontologies of race and sex
will be adequate to the task of ethically evaluating race and sex change, including by drawing the kinds of policy conclusions that Overall articulates. Perhaps
more importantly, this argument points toward a richer ethics that reflects on the
decisions all gendered and racialized subjects with commitments to feminist politics face about self-presentation and transformation from within a space marked
out by full appreciation of our conditions of possibility.
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Deslauriers, Penelope Deutscher, and Laurie Shrage), audiences at the University of Melbourne, Keele University, and University College Dublin, David
Kahane, and three anonymous referees for their helpful comments on earlier
drafts of this paper.
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